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ABSTRACT:

This

interpretation

study was

Theological Seminary, Lagos

undertaken with

a concern over

of actions and issues from their surface

the

structure,

too

frequent

with little

or

deep, underlying meanings such actions, entities, and
issues. It is based in part on the assumption that most Christians form opinions
regarding other peoples' practices with little or no regard for the doctrines and
no

regard for possible

conventions that inform such

to

On this

sought to
deep,
practices
underlying structures. It emphasizes furthermore the great benefit of drawing
conclusions to an outward gesture or a practice, only after a thorough
evaluation of the deep or base structure behind such outward expressions.
Methods of analysis of factual/primary data and relevant literatures on this
issue were adopted, and this was done within the framework of Saussurean
underscore outward

practices.

and entities

as

premise,

mere

it

indicatives of

structuralism.
Some of the

major findings include that: layers of meanings form part of the
language have no meaning
outside convention; words are signs consisting of both signifier and signified,
meaning as Rachael Tom pointed out that every "object in the world can pass
from closed, silent existence to an oral state, open to appropriation by
society..."; words (in their written and oral form) remain dead and inactive
(just like their unspoken form) until someone reads/listens to them, and
ascribes meaning to them; Denominational backgrounds and experiences

dynamics

leave

of socialization and that the words of a

layers

of structures/ideas that inform words and actions. Documented
are vulnerable, like
any other text, to various, individual and

Christian creeds

group interpretations.
Based on the findings, it is recommended, among others, that: a people
(Christians especially) must endeavour to understand the structures or ideas

behind individual and group choices and actions (including the choice of
or Christian denomination) to
worship without prejudices;

which church

individual/lay perceptions of doctrinal issues should not be confused with the
universally accepted doctrine of the church or of any Christian denomination;
creeds and positions of the various groups should be weighed against the more
valid doctrinal statements of the church
the body of Christ
for a more
balanced appraisal of issues. Criticism of any outward practice should begin
with the documented evidence or statement in form of interpretations by each
denominational leadership.
-
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INTRODUCTION

The concern of this paper is with the too frequent interpretation of actions and
issues from their surface structure, with Uttle or no regard for possible deep,
underlying meanings of such actions, entities, and issues. This problem,
been observed to be common among persons who
ironically, has

particularly

seek metaphysical explanations for virtually all human experiences, actions and
relationships theologians to be specific. As such, it has continued to cause
in
disaffection
homogeneous communities. The
-

question

is:

seemingly
among persons
to what extent do socio-cultural

and experiences

backgrounds

influence a person's actions and ideas?
The study was based, in part, on the assumption that most Christians form
structures
opinions regarding other peoples' practices without verifying
own
one's
In
addition,
such
inform
practices.
(doctrines and conventions) that
a different
of
his/her
informs
doctrinal
opinion regarding persons

background
bacl^round.

Therefore, the study sought

primarily to

underscore outward

practices

and

indicatives of deep, underlying structures. It sought
entities as
to an
to
furthermore
emphasize the great benefit of drawing conclusions
a thorough evaluation ofthe structure
after
a
or
outward gesture
practice, only
(behind such outward expressions) has been made.
data and relevant
Employing the methods of analysis of factual/primary
and enddes
actions
of
literatures on this issue, a rational basis for interpretation
of
on
with its emphasis
layers meaning,
was surmised. The structuralist theory,
of socio-cultural dynamics in
the
of
this
in
place
underscoring
came handy
goal
actions and
or otherwise of human thoughts,
mere

determining acceptability
inactions.

i

l

�

die basic concepts,
attempt to underscore
and
die
include
These
concepts: signifier
embedded in the essay topic.
sign.
same semiotics construct
the
from
signified, both of which originate
associated notions of form,
This concept may fiirther be explained using
clue,
suggesdon, etc.
mark, signal, indication, him,
First and foremost there

was an

-

symbol,

SIGNIFIED
CONCEPTS OF SIGNIFIER AND
from structuralism a school of thought
These are concepts borrowed entirely
die Swiss linguist, Ferdmand de
founded in the early twentieth century by
stressed differences between the sign
-

Saulre During hillectures,
signified'.
ieTgnifier,
LinScs,

tTd"

e

and the

Saussure
In his seminal paper, Courses

m

Gener^

words with which a language is
he taught that die letters and
or forms, they
When sound is imposed on these signs
but

sign's.

becomesignifiers,whiledaeideaorunderstandingderivedfromacom
becomes the
of form and sound

signified.
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This theory, to the twenty-first century reader/critic may appear antiquated
considering coundess other theories that have surfaced since then. Yet
structuralism holds such universal appeal that renders all-time significant. It is
said to have revolutionized the study of language and inaugurated modern
linguistics. Furthermore, structuralism is believed to have had a profound
influence on the development of other disciplines, especially anthropology,
sociology, and literary criticism (Criticism.Com, 2005).
Among other finds emphasized by the structuralist school is that layers of
a
meanings form part of the dynamics of socialization and that the words of
and
convention
outside
have
no
(meaning accepted by
meaning
language
imposed on those forms by the users of the language). Words, like "images,
have no intrinsic meaning and
sounds, odours, flavours, acts or objects
become signs only when we invest them with meaning" (Chandler, 2009). The
implication of this is that an object may be invested with as many different
meanings as there are persons of different socio linguistic backgrounds.
From the above conceptual frame work therefore: signifier (a combination of
sign and sound) and the signified (the deep structure) an attempt is made to
underscore the effect of social interpersonal relationships, and the thought
pattern of persons regarding certain significant elements ofChristian worship.
.

.

.

-

-

THEOLOGY AND STRUCTURALISM
Hans Penner identified structuralism

the

explanation

carried

out

as

of religious beliefs and

in order "to

explain

"a rational search for formal rules for

practices".

Penner's

study was however

the multifaceted beliefs and

practices of

Hindus..." (Lewis and Travis, 1991, 33) and not Christian. Nevertheless, it
does not end in a rational search but in outright explanation of how a people's

thoughts and behaviours are influenced by norms and layers of beliefs acquired
over a
long period of time.
Beyond language, or linguistics, we have been encouraged to apply
structuralism to anthropology and sociology, both ofwhich deal with the study
of human interrelationships within the social setting. So then, as signs or
symbols, what for instance, do words/statements made by individuals, in their
individualistic and idiosyncratic capacities mean? What do statues, dresses,
colours, gestures, and other elements of culture signify or mean to people
within a socio-religious setting, such as a non-denominational seminary? Are
there

correlations

between

individual

submissions

and

the

doctrinal

of institutions? Are persons able to transcend forms, styles and
other external influences of the environment to the deep, abstract, concepts
statements

those forms represent, or do they simply stop at the signs and draw
conclusions? And, how sufficient are words/human language in portraying
transcendental realities?
Theology may not have been explicitly recognized as one of the disciplines
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influenced

by

sociology,

and

structuralist

theory

but the identified fields of anthropology,

that theology intersects. Studies in
literary
Cultural Anthropology, Greek, and Hebrew
languages attest to this. It is on this
premise that Saussurian structuralism becomes the theoretical framework of
this treatise.
criticism

are areas

Further insight into what structuralism and Saussure' s 'the
sign, signifier and
the signified' entail may
be
from the view below:

equally

gleaned

The central tenet of structuralism is that the phenomena of human hfe,
whether language or media, are not intelligible except through their
network of relationships, making the sign and the system (or structure) in
which the sign is embedded primary concepts. As such, a sign
for
instance, a word gets its meaning only in relation to or in contrast with
other signs in a system of signs (criticism.com, 2005)
�

~

This paper is therefore based, in part, on the understanding that a sign',
word or words, with all the letters ofwhich they are composed, for instance, are
upon which they are
upon which superstructures are
constitute a number of social-cultural

meaningless

outside the

thought systems/structure

founded. It

emphasizes

base

These base

imposed.

structures

structures

constructs, deep and unconscious, out of which plausible meanings may be
surmised. The relationship between the signifier and the signified may be

likened

to

that between

empiricism and metaphysics.

It is

a

relationship

material and the other physical. They are two
entities. Divorced from the other, one becomes

between form and concept;

one

inseparable
meaningless.
Equally embedded in the structure of this paper is the issue of adequacy or
otherwise of human language in portraying ultimate reality. Seemingly
embedded in Saussure's work and propagated by some of his disciples is the
belief that word (human language) is not sufficient to indicate truth and the
ultimate reality. And some theologians have, seemingly also, and quite
is
understandably too, taken this position to imply that human language
God.
nature of
Yet,
inadequate for giving accurate information about the
different, yet

abounds.
argument contrary to this view
human
of
language has been viewed from a different perspective
Inadequacy
Psalm 145:3 reveals that "God's
to imply human limitations, but not God's.
the incomprehensible nature of
greatness is beyond understanding"; implying
man cannot fully understand the infinite and ultimate
God. As a finite

being,

reality

-

beings cannot fidly comprehend God's
imply that human words/language is not

God. However, diat human

greatness may

not

in

a

strict

sense

mean that much as human
It
enough express God or His nature. may just
limitations and limited
human
bounded
by
beings speak, human words,
to
are
completely encapsulate the boundless and

to

perception,

inadequate
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Ultimate Reality.
Dr. Matthew McMahon

began

his introduction

to

Dr. Gordon Clark's

book, Language and Theology, with the submission that:
of
many "religious thinkers" today who deny the adequacy
language to express ultimate reality and thoughts about God.
Interestingly enough there is no shortage on academic books of this nature
though they say language is inadequate (McMahon, 20 1 2)

There

are

human

.

language is sufficient "to express
language can express whatever
thoughts
human thought, according
since
to
or
is
able
Yet,
capture.
imagination thought
to Psalm 145, and by reason of man's finite nature, cannot encapsulate God's
greatness, it follows naturally the inadequacy of human language. Words
cannot express what thought cannot comprehend. The important thing to
realise however is that inadequacy implies 'not enough', and that it is this
inadequacy that keeps human beings constantly longing for bigger and better
words/language, with which to express that 'ultimate reality' God Himself
Therefore, these words become signs consisting of both signifier and signified.
As Chandler argues, "a sign must have both a signifier and a signified".
Whatever the faith of Saussurian linguists, one clear and undeniable fact
from the Structuralist tenet, remains that: human language and artifacts do not
entirely lead to a full and accurate perception and transmission of the abstract.
It requires additional faith. Hence, one can safely begin with an argument for
the adequacy of human language in transmitting information about
institutions and about God; but conclude that language and physical entities
McMahon's

.

.

position above

is that human

implying that human

about God";

.

�

must

be understood within contexts, such as the environment of usage. Other
include the culture, social influences and backgrounds. Ail of these

contexts

elements
Like

are,

of course, made possible through God's gracious providence.

James Packer,

relationships

with

we are

theology in

eager
a

bid

to
to

delve into

language

understand, shed

forms and their

more

light

advance a proper perspective of language and artifacts. We do this,

on,

not to

and

just or

simply fulfill academic goals, but for the more pertinent need of identifying
and adhering "to the proper view of God's word so that we might live to honor,
obey and fellowship with the One to whom the Word points" (Herrick, 2012).
to

It is,
one

at

the same time,

..." and

He wants

to

always

to

fulfill those wishes of Jesus Christ 'that they may be
and speak in love of God and of one another, just as
-

act

us to.

Having dwelt so much on the identified issue ofconfusion between form and
concept, there is need, at this juncture, to further clarify the other recurrent
content element ofthe
topic of this paper, and that is 'theology'
has
been
defined
Theology
according to its Greek original (theologia): as "an
account of, or discourse about,
gods or God" (Ferguson, 1998). The
.
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Encyclopedia Britannica on die other hand incorporates such themes as "God,
humanity, the world, salvation, and eschatology..." (www.britaninica.com,
20 1 2) In Webster s New 20th
Century Unabridged Dictionary, it is defined as
the "study of God and the relations between God and the universe
study of
doctrines
and
matters
of
religious
divinity."
The last of the definitions is of
special interest because of the synonyms
principle, policy, set of guidelines, canon, and dogma that are associated with
'

.

.

.

.

-

-

the word "doctrine". It is interesting because some have come to view certain
Christian doctrines with some cynicism over the churches dogmas. Dogma is,

fact, often viewed

form the basis for an
religious artifacts and
practices from earliest of times, through the ages of great reforms, even to the
modern period. Dogmas have in fact come to stay; for with every revolt against

in

understanding of the

as

disapproving.

ideas that informed

Yet,

they

most

of our

church traditions, new traditions with their sets of dogmas are born. As such,
diverse as they are, the result of denominalization and group/individual
appropriation of the Holy Scriptures, doctrines or dogmas remain essential
elements of cohesion, consistency and bonding in the church. Accessibility of
the Holy Bible to peasants, market women and lay people everywhere has come
individuals and groups appropriating its content, in accordance with
their socio-cultural and other experiences that certain scholars of language and
to mean

semiotics have expressed.

theology may mean different things to different people,
particular way in which a person perceives it,
depending
once more, the relevance of environment to form/signifier and the
stressing
concept/signified. A content word (sign) may signify different things to
different people. As the renowned scholar of semiotics, Roland Barthes, puts it
in his work Methodologies, "conventions inform both language and style,
an
rendering neither purely creative. Instead, form, or writing (the specific way
individual chooses to manipulate conventions of style for a desired effect), is
the unique and creative act. A writer's form is vulnerable to becoming a
once it has been made available to the public" (Wiki
convention
1
20
0)
encyclopedia,
as we
The Holy Bible, in our modern world, has become vulnerable (much
and
hate to admit it) to specificity and to individual and group manipulations,
universal
its
of
almost losing grip
to varied conventions and style; thereby
to Barthes, decides to work on a
individual
who,
according
essence.
Every
Bible inclusive) becomes a uniquely
piece of an ancient document (the Holy
on the plausibility of
creative being. Yet one must not fail to reflect, as Plato did,
real".
ofthe
imitations
human 'creativity' being no more than "poor
to
structuralism
of
course
imply layers of
Although Barthes advances the
on
has
direct
of
his point
view,
bearing culture and on
meaning, language, from
it
others.
According to Rachel Tom,
by
die particular interpretation given
cultural
of
(re)production, every object in the wodd
"along the lines of circuit
No doubt the word
on

culture and the

...

.

1
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pass from closed, silent existence to an oral state, open to appropriation by
society, for there is no law, whether natural or not, which forbids talking about
can

diings." (Tom, 2009)
The above assertion opens a significant insight into an area of theology and
language use that might be significant to all who are called to the teaching

ministry. Whatever a preacher says (but especially that which is written) comes
alive and becomes open, not just to public appropriation, but equally to varied
interpretations. Signs become what Barthes terms 'myth' in the sense that they
become catalysts for subjective opinions (the signified), usually based on sociocultural experiences ofthe interpreter/reader.
Arising, secondly, from the above submission of Barthes's, is that words (in
form of

writing)

remain dead and inactive until

ascribes

meaning

to

them. This is of

someone

specific significance

reads them and
of

to consumers

theological and other written materials in the sense that the particular
reading/ understanding given a material by the reader becomes an ultimate
basis for the reader's subsequent actions, attitudes, opinions, etc towards the
writer and other referents. This view is somewhat akin to the Reader-Response
theory, which according to Chris Lang, "focuses on what happens in the
reader's mind as he or she reads"; an "analysis ofthe developing responses ofthe
reader in relation to the words as they succeed one another in time." (Lang,
2009). To buttress this point, Lang introduces his study of Stanley Fish's
Reader- Response theory with this quotation of Edwin Markham's poem:
He drew a circle that shut me out-

Heretic, rebel,

a

thing to flout:

But Love and 1 had the wit to win:
We drew a circle that took him in!

(Lang, 2009)
The above, like every other writing has been made vulnerable to everyone's
interpretation by virtue ofthe form or structure given to the idea that bore it; so
that

one

is

at

liberty to read the first two lines as

when God's children fail to fidfill His mission
last

lines

-

'a revelation of what happens
love as I have loved
'; and the
.

.

.

'God, the idtimate reality, in action within His faithfiil
children.' There woidd, in fact, be as many interpretations as there are readers
two

as

ofthose lines for embedded within the words
of meaning (signified)

(signifiers) are structures or layers

.

Depending on the level of perception of the reader, a surface or deep
meaning may be read from those lines of poetry, and from any other lines. Godgiven freewill and graces to human beings, makes it possible for everyone who
is able

read and

comprehend the lines of poetry above to pass his/her
opinion, irrespective of popular opinions regarding the content of those forms
(signifiers). In fact, the more unpopular the opinion (signified), the more
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popular

the

giver of such

an

opinion becomes. Such readings

are

sometimes

called criticisms.

Unfortunately, even the sacred writings (the word of God) have become
subject to such criticisms, otherwise called synthesis, exegesis, etc.
Nonetheless, responsibility is demanded of every reader/critic. Jesus in
Matthew 7 makes it explicit that anyone who judges would be judged by the
same measure with which he/she
judges others. The reader/critic is judged by
the same measure with which he /she
judges others.
Sample of the brief survey presented below was designed to test the
assumption that most Christians form their opinions regarding the practices
and doctrines of the church according to the doctrines of their own
denominational affiliation. The survey consists of 10 questions structured on a
three point scale and was randomly distributed among 22 adults� males and
females�of a non-denominational Christian seminary. The result of the

questionnaires is as follows:
Agree Disagree
The presence of a cross reminds me
of Christ's sacrifice for humanity

Undecided Total

22

0

0

22

0

22

0

22

17

1

4

22

18

3

1

22

3

18

1

22

9

11

2

22

17

2

2

21

13

6

3

22

reminds

16

5

1

22

Sounds and letters of a language have

13

5

4

22

The cross does
Christ at all

not

remind

me

of

statue of Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe
mind his important role in
the Nigerian history
It is wrong to put a statue in a church

The

brings to

There is
statue

nothing wrong with having a

in the church

Kneeling

or

standing

cross of Jesus
(a blasphemy)

the

is

in prayer before

sacrilegiovis

Kneeling or standing in prayer before
any statue is sacrilegious
It (items 6 and 7 above) depends on
the intent of the person's heart
The statue of anv historical figure
me of the deeds and
importance of such a figure

no

significant role in their meaning

"The presence of a cross reminds me of
22
All
disagree widi the opposite: "The cross
humanity.
all".
17 agreed, 1 disagreed and 4 were
at
Christ
of
me
does not remind
of Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe brings to
statue
"The
statement:
the
over
undecided on
18 agreed, 3 disagreed and
mind his important role in the Nigerian history".
the statement: "It is wrong to put a statue in a church",
was undecided over
statement: "There is nothing
while the reverse is the case over die opposite
1 8 disagreed, and
a statue in the church". That is, 3 ^reed,
with
22 students agree

to

the

statement,

Christ's sacrifice for

J

wrong

having

I
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"Kneeling or standing in prayer before the
cross of Jesus is
sacrilegious (a blasphemy)", 9 of the respondents were in
or standing in
agreement, 1 1 disagreed and 2 were undecided. On "Kneeling
2
is
17
agreed; disagreed and 2were
sacrilegious"
prayer before any statue
6
and
7 above) depends on the intent of the person's
undecided. On "It (items
and
6
3 were undecided. On "The statue of any
heart" 13 agreed,
disagreed
historical figure reminds me of the deeds and importance of such a figure", 16
agreed, 5 disagreed and 1 was undecided. On "Sounds and letters of a language
have no significant role in their meaning", 5 disagreed, 13 agreed, and 4 were
1

undecided. On die statement:

was

undecided.

study of the responses, irrespective of the denominations to which
respondents are affiliated, show that their denominational backgrounds

A close

the

on their
responses. For lack of space and time, a fiiUer
cannot now be made. Perhaps this would be a
of
these
responses
analysis
limitation of this paper. However, much of evidences so far proves that most
people reason, behave, talk, etc. based on deep structures formed by their socio-

have

a

lot of influence

cultural, and religio-denominational backgrounds.
IMPLICATIONS OF STRUCTURALISM TO THEOLOGY

By way of conclusion, structuralism has a number of implications for theology

study of "God and the relations between God and the universe" or a "study
of religious doctrines and matters of divinity". But specifically, it has lessons for
as a

Christian theologians.

Firstly, structuralism recommends a clear understanding of base structures or
ideas behind choices and actions of persons, including the choice of which
Christian congregation or denomination to worship with. This is bearing in
mind that

backgrounds

and experiences leave

layers

of structures/ideas that

inform choices, words and actions.
Such contentious issues in the church as women ordination, women wearing
head cover to church and while praying, and absolute submission of a spouse to

authority of the other (the latter being a big problem in the African church
family) can easily be overcome with the application of the structural
principle. Understanding the background of one's spouse and the impact it has
condescend to accommodating
on his/her world view enables one to
ephemeral issues without compromising the centrality of one's more enduring
the

and

faith.
Some
to

typical African

'Christian' husbands who

basic Christian article of faith

are
inappropriately exposed
regarding the issue of a wife's submission to

her husband

(Eph. 5 :22) readily interpret that verse literally and in line with his
authoritarian African patriarchy. Such a man rather than being castigated by
fellow

believers

overwhelming
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be

accommodated,

influence that culture has

on

in

love,

him. Such

a

considering

the

person would be
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better won over through love and

right education and counselling.

On the other

hand, the Christian husband who has been rightly exposed to
the Christian article of faith
regarding this question, as the one quoted by
Austin Cline from the Southern
Baptist church's, would find it a lot easier to
make

adjustments, from his inherited African
Christ as "Head" to whom all submit.
is the

structure to

the

new

faith in

one man and one woman in covenant
lifetime. It is God's unique gift: to reveal the union
between Christ and his church, and to provide for the man and the woman
in marriage the framework for intimate companionship, the channel for

Marriage

commitment for

uniting of

a

sexual expression according to biblical standards, and the means for
procreation ofthe human race.
The husband and wife are of equal worth before God, since both are
created in God's image. The marriage relationship models the way God
relates to his people. A husband is to love his wife as Christ loved the church.
He has the God-given responsibility to provide for, to protect, and to lead
A wife is to submit herself graciously to the servant leadership of
his

family.

her husband even as the church willingly submits to the headship of Christ.
She, being in the image of God as is her husband and thus equal to him, has
his
to
the
respect her husband and to serve as

God-given responsibility
helper in managing the household
(Cline,

and nurturing the

next

generation.

20 13)

this issue appears to be secondary to the issue of racial and cidtural
distinctions in the body of Christ, going by Craig S. Keener's commentary on
the Ephesian Church and how Paul addressed it. "Racial or cultural division
and Paul
between Jew and Gentile was a major issue in the Ephesian Church
sides
both
address
to
of
antiquity
was one of the best qualified writers
behooves
It thus
well-meaning theologians and
But

even

...

intelligently" (Keener, 539).
of die 'antique' notions to be
people of God to equip themselves with enough
widi in die body of Christ
cultures
all
of
able to deal intelligently with persons
-

the Church.
are equally as a result ot
Secondly divergent/unfamiliar doctrinal practices
All
to die same source (ancient scriptures).
different interpretations given
and
alike)
God
of
lay
preachers
(dieologians, clergy
genuinely inspired people
God's people, as diey expound die
must take cognizance of differences among

scriptures. This consideration

should enable each one to patiently and widiout

ofdie odier person.
acrimony consider the views
die
in
physical elements (signs) such as pictures, statues,
Thirdly embedded
odier elements of culture, are deep structures
and
dresses, colours, gestures,
on the Holy Scripture as well.
founded, not just on traditions, but
and oral form) remain dead and inactive
Fourthly words (in dieir written
reads or listens to them, and
like their unspoken form) undl someone

(just

I
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ascribes

meaning

to

them. This is of

other

and

materials

specific significance
the

that

to consumers

of

particular
theological
reading/understanding given a material by the reader becomes an ultimate
basis for his/her subsequent actions, attitudes, opinions, etc towards the
writer/ speaker and other referents.
Fifthly, individual/lay perceptions of doctrinal issues should not be confused
with the universally accepted doctrine of the church or of any Christian
denomination. This is because many would, most probably, be based on
erroneous
readings/interpretations of the Holy Scripture, which would only
lead to hasty and often faulty generalization.
James Lewis and William Travis explain Pluralism as "the fact that more than
one
expression of Christianity exists" (Lewis, 1991, 174). This implies
vulnerability of the centrality of Christian creed to difFerent individual or
group interpretations; thereby necessitating the need to weigh the creeds and
in

positions of the various groups against the
the church�the
and

to

more

the

valid doctrinal

statements

of

body of Christ. This process will lead to better understanding,

correction of errors where any in order

because

sense

to

achieve unity of faith. This is

for unity among the churches are based on the principle of
oneness laid down
by Christ in John 17" (Lewis 1991, 175). This oneness is
characterized by one God, one Christ, and one Spirit. The specific way in

"hopes

which each person perceives this oneness will of course depend on background
and level of maturity of the individual. This is where Christianity differs from
some

other religions ofthe world.

Lastly, readers and interpreters of human actions, submissions and motives
should go beyond concrete realities, which are mere signifiers, to the deep,
abstract realities that give rise to such actions, submissions and motives. Only
then would a clear perception of the real and factual meanings embedded in
those concrete realities be reached and a valid conclusion arrived at.
Between the signifier and the signified is this thin line, which requires
eyes far
than ordinary to see. It requires super senses to perceive and
mega

more

spirituality to comprehend. Every well-meaning Bible scholar should seek this
deep insight; and not rest until it had been attained.
All God's people, have been called to be more than
ordinary; simple,
unlearned, insignificant men and women that we were before our call. Like the
fishermen and other
encountered him

are

outcasts

called

that followed Jesus Christ, all who have
beyond the simple, scientifically verifiable,

to see

surface/super structures of meanings to the base/deep structures that hold the
ultimate and universal truth. The Galilean fishermen and other Jewish outcasts
who followed Jesus
to

recognize

in the

(simple though their external appearances testify) were able
simple, easy-going carpenter 'son of Joseph and Mary' the

promised Messiah. The learned/scholars and teachers of the law, on the other
hand, (though they studied the scriptures and read all the signs) were unable to
read between the lines and reconcile the suffering servant of God, prophesied
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with their surface
understanding of a Messiah/Saviour as one who
should possess the dignified, yet brutal attribute of kings of their time and
experience. The scholars were unable to perceive 'the real' that was embedded

by Isaiah,

in the symbolic structure

(the physical person ofJesus).
Bible scholars and preachers of this age should learn from the
mistakes of scholars of old; for indeed,
misunderstandings must occur The
Lord knew that they shall, much of it
probably from genuine misconceptions

Theologians,

.

.

.

ofthe scriptural truth, and others, may be, from a cheap desire for subjugation
ofothers. The reasons indeed are as varied as only God knows.
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